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PREFACE
Kofi A. Annan
Secretary-General, United Nations
We are all becoming more familiar with the extraordinary power of
information and communication technologies. From trade to telemedicine,
from education to environmental protection, ICTs give us potential to improve
standards of living throughout the world. Our challenge is to harness that
potential for the benefit of all people.
Less well known than the role of ICTs in efforts to achieve the Millennium
Development Goals is the contributions they make in our work to promote
peace and help the victims of humanitarian emergencies.
As the underpinning for early warning systems, ICTs are crucial in weatherforecasting and in building resilient communities better able to respond to
humanitarian emergencies. When disaster does strike, ICTs are helping us to
better coordinate complex relief missions. This role has taken on even greater
significance in the past year, following the Indian Ocean tsunami, hurricanerelated flooding in Central America and a devastating earthquake in Pakistan.
ICTs are also critical tools in peacekeeping operations, including in logistics.
Moreover, ICTs can help address the root causes of violent conflict. By
promoting access to knowledge, they can promote mutual understanding, an
essential factor in conflict prevention and post-conflict reconciliation. ICTs
also offers ways to reveal human rights abuses, promote transparent
governance, and give people living under repressive regimes access to
uncensored information and an outlet to air their grievances and appeal for
help.
The technology by itself is no panacea or magic formula. Political will is
required to respond to information, to share it widely and equitably, and to
ensure global dissemination of ICTs. In that context, I strongly welcome the
initiative taken by the Government of Switzerland to study the role of science
and technology in advancing our work for peace. This report showcases
many instances of actors coming together to use technology to prevent, stop
and remedy man-made disasters.
It also offers valuable policy
recommendations covering such key issues as trust, security, inter-agency
coordination, best practices and common standards.
I commend the
information and analysis contained here to a wide global audience.
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FOREWORD
Micheline Calmy-Rey
Federal Councillor
Swiss Federal Department of Foreign Affairs
In many countries today, armed forces, militia units and rebel groups are
fighting for power, terrain and natural resources. They rob, rape, torture and
kill, and people are being driven from their homes. Over the past ten years,
some two million children have been killed and approximately six million
have been injured. Millions never recover from the psychological damage
they suffer. We must not tolerate their suffering. As fellow human beings, we
have a clear duty to help them.
Swiss foreign policy is active in many areas to promote human security. The
promotion of human rights worldwide and the protection of the civilian
population in armed conflicts, the fight against anti-personnel landmines, as
well as the promotion of peace through conflict management and
transformation: these are all part of my department's work.
In past years, Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) have
helped to improve the well being of individuals and communities at risk. They
have given a new meaning to human rights, in particular the freedom of
expression and information. They have allowed the creation of better
communication and coordination mechanisms, the establishment of early
warning systems as well as the development of other tools in the service of
the humanitarian, human rights and peace communities.
While every technology can be used for good or evil, and no technology is a
magic remedy for human problems, understanding the potential and proper
use of technologies can allow us to work more effectively and in ways that
would not otherwise be possible. I am firmly convinced that ICTs in the
service of peace and human rights, as well as social and economic
development, deserve to be pursued further. In this context, my department as
well as the Federal Department of Defence, Civil Protection and Sports
supported the research which resulted in this report. It is a significant and
welcome contribution to understanding how ICTs can be used to prevent,
respond to, and recover from conflict.
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INTRODUCTION
Ambassador Daniel Stauffacher
Former Delegate of the Swiss Federal Council for the World Summit on the
Information Society
The idea of trying to understand the role of information and communication
technologies (ICTs) in promoting and building peace came out of my
involvement with the World Summit on the Information Society (WSIS). As a
chief representative of Switzerland, the host country of the first phase of the
Summit, which was held in 2003 in Geneva, I saw the scope of what was
considered a mostly technical matter of communications and infrastructure be
enlarged to encompass content and goals, in emergent fields such as e-health,
e-education, and e-government. Information and communication technology
has become a societal issue with opportunities and challenges.
As the outcome of the WSIS Phase 1, the Geneva Declaration of Principles
and Plan of Action were adopted. These documents emphasize the central role
of ICTs in many areas of development. The risk of a growing 'digital divide',
where ICTs could reinforce rather than reduce inequalities, was
acknowledged, and recommendations were made in order to turn the digital
divide into a digital opportunity for all.
However, development and prosperity can only be achieved if the local
situation is peaceful and stable. Peace is a necessary prerequisite to social and
economic development. Throughout the world, many regions experiencing
conflicts are cut off from development opportunities. Also, in recent years, we
have witnessed decades-worth of excellent development work by countries
and international organisations destroyed by conflict in a matter of weeks.
The return on investing in conflict prevention, or in building lasting peace is
indefinitely larger than the investments that are required to reconstruct
countries and build peace after conflict.
Although the idea of considering the use of ICTs in promoting peace was
mentioned by some in the lead-up to WSIS 1, in particular by Maurice Strong,
Senior Advisor to United Nations Secretary General Kofi Annan, and by La
Francophonie in their 2003 Rabat Declaration Contribution to the WSIS, the
topic was forgotten in the focus on development, financing, security, and
internet governance.
This report aims to answer the following question: do ICTs have a special role
in promoting peace? The examples of ICT use in warfare are well-known:
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propaganda, intelligence, communications and ICT-enabled weapons systems.
But can ICTs be used in other ways, by other actors, to diffuse a situation
leading to conflict, help end a conflict, or allow the stabilisation of a postconflict situation? These were the questions to be answered, at least partially,
before the second phase of the Summit. In May 2004, humanitarian consultant
Paul Currion and myself developed the framework for the ICT4Peace project,
drawing on his experience for guidance. With the support of the Swiss
Federal Department of Foreign Affairs and Department of Defense, Civil
Protection and Sport, and the interest of the former Finnish President Martti
Ahtisaari and Maurice Strong, I initiated the ICT4Peace project in 2004.
At first, we held consultation meetings with actors in the field, usually as submeetings of larger existing conferences. These were as part of the 6th
International Security Forum in Montreux in October 2004, at the IT for
Crisis Management Conference in Nice in December 2004, at the WSIS
PrepCom2 in Geneva, and with the Geneva Centre for Humanitarian Dialogue
in early 2005. Moreover, a valuable workshop with field practitioners was
jointly organized with WSP International in Geneva in December 2004. Out
of these meetings and consultations emerged the sense that there is interest in
ICT4Peace, it is a topic in need of analysis and research from both a
practitioner and an academic perspective. It also became apparent that the
many disparate actors (international agencies, NGOs, governments, military,
business, media) would benefit from a topic survey from a neutral standpoint.
The ICT4Peace project commissioned this research report, at the same time as
we started a networking effort aimed at practitioners and interested parties,
through the website ICT4Peace.org.
Finland’s former President Ahtisaari encouraged me to pursue out the
ICT4Peace project. His organisation, the Crisis Management Initiative, has
conducted research and consultations on ICT4Peace issues. Swiss
Ambassadors Peter Maurer and Thomas Greminger, and the director of the
Program on Humanitarian Policy and Conflict Research at Harvard
University, Claude Bruderlein, were also very supportive of the project. Dr.
William Drake was the lead researcher. Paul Currion, a knowledgeable and
resourceful consultant, advised the project from the beginning, ran outreach
and the website, and also contributed considerably to the research and writing
the report. Kristiina Rinkineva, CMI’s Director for Conflict Prevention and
Crisis Response, was also a consultant and imparted insightful and practical
advice. Dr. Julia Steinberger joined the team as my assistant in May, and has
contributed to the various parts of the project as well. I also wish to thank
Georg Stein from the Political Division IV of the Swiss Federal Department
of Foreign Affairs for his perspicacity and involvement. To these and to
others who offered encouragement and interest along the way, I give my
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sincere gratitude. I sincerely hope that this effort can lead to more thoughtful
and holistic consideration of ICT use and impact before, during, and after
violent conflict, and perhaps to ways of better understanding among people, a
true hope for peace.
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I.

BACKGROUND

1. Peace Issues in the First Phase of the WSIS
In September 2000, the General Assembly of the United Nations adopted the
UN Millennium Declaration as a reaffirmation of their faith in the United
Nations Organization and the United Nations Charter as foundations for “a
more peaceful, prosperous and just world.” The Millennium Declaration
emphasized the need for “a fully coordinated approach to the problems of
peace and development”, while the eight Millennium Development Goals
(MDGs) agreed at the same time formed a blueprint to meet the needs of the
worlds poorest.
Three years later, the First Phase of the World Summit on the Information
Society (WSIS) issued the Geneva Declaration of Principles and a Plan of
Action that emphasized the potential of ICTs to help achieve the MDGs. The
text of the Millennium Declaration distinguished clearly between “peace,
security and disarmament” (section II) and “development and poverty
eradication” (section III) – yet, while the concept of ICT for Development
(ICT4D) has become commonly accepted, the relationship between ICTs and
peace remained undefined. The WSIS Plan of Action called on nations to
“[take steps to promote respect for peace,”1 although without giving any
indication on how the information society, or more specifically ICTs, might
play a role in promoting peace.
The WSIS Declaration of Principles went slightly further, stating that
particular attention should be paid to a number of special needs and
explaining that:
“Our challenge is to harness the potential of information and
communication technology to promote…the attainment of a more
peaceful, just and prosperous world…We continue to pay special
attention to…countries recovering from conflict and countries and
regions with special needs as well as to conditions that pose severe
threats to development, such as natural disasters…. We support the
activities of the United Nations to prevent the potential use of ICTs for
purposes that are inconsistent with the objectives of maintaining
international stability and security …The Information Society should
respect peace…”2
1
2

World Summit on the Information Society, Plan of Action, 2003, p. 11.
World Summit on the Information Society, Declaration of Principles, 2003, pp. 3, 5,
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At the same time, a Declaration to the Geneva Summit that was unanimously
adopted by hundreds of Civil Society organizations included an entire section
on the use of information and ICT in armed conflicts that was more detailed:
“We recognise that the use of media can be both positive and negative
in conflict situations, including post-conflict peace building. We
therefore insist that the rights of journalists and of all people to gather
and communicate information, using any media, be especially
respected during conflicts. These rights should be inviolate at all times
but are crucial during war, violent conflict, and non-violent protest. We
are particularly concerned about the deployment of "information
warfare" technologies and techniques, including the purposeful
jamming, blocking, or destruction of civilian communication systems
during conflict situations; the use of 'embedded' journalists coupled
with the targeting of non-embedded journalists; the use of media and
communication systems to promote hatred and genocide; by military,
police, or other security forces, be they governmental, privately owned,
or non-state actors, during conflict situations both international and
domestic. Information intervention in conflict situations should be
bound by international law, and the WSIS should encourage work on a
future convention against information warfare to address these
concerns. At the same time, the WSIS should not only limit
information warfare and the control of media in conflict situations, but
also actively promote media and communications for peace. To that
end, we encourage governments to decrease public subsidy for military
communications technology, and instead spend money directly on
developing peaceful communications tools and applications.”3
All of these references show that the concern at WSIS Phase 1 was “to
prevent the potential use of ICTs for purposes that are inconsistent with the
objectives of maintaining international stability and security.” No reference is
made to the positive role that ICTs might play in promoting peace, and no
detailed discussion was held as to how specific technologies could support
this aim.
This lack of discussion of the potential positive role of ICTs in promoting
peace is somewhat understandable. A large part of the development focus of
and 8.
3
Shaping Information Societies for Human Needs: Civil Society Declaration to the
World Summit on the Information Society, 8 December 2003
[www.itu.int/wsis/docs/geneva/civil-society-declaration.pdf], p.8.
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the WSIS was on building ICT infrastructure and reaching those currently
without ICT access. Areas suffering from conflict are seen as out of reach by
traditional development actors.
The Organisation Internationale de la Francophonie, in the 2003 Rabat
Declaration, a preliminary contribution to the WSIS first phase, described the
potential of ICTs in promoting peace:
“We consider that appropriate use of information and communication
technologies should contribute to better management of crisis and
conflict. It should also strengthen means of monitoring and
prevention in order to consolidate peace. Moreover, it should be a
vector and catalyser of national reconciliation and reunification.”4
Indeed, issues of peace and conflict are intimately connected to the entire
WSIS endeavour and, as such, should be examined more closely. The digital
divide is often nowhere greater than in countries affected by conflict, and
peace-related issues – or, more accurately, conflict-related issues – have a
negative impact on the capacity of those countries and communities to
achieve the MDGs. The threat, occurrence and consequences of armed
conflict all undermine progress towards the MDGs, and as such should be
dealt with as an important and separate cross-cutting sector.
2. The Challenge to Peace in the Twenty-first Century
Globally the number of armed conflicts has increased massively since the end
of the Cold War – particularly low-intensity conflicts within states. In 2003
there were 19 major armed conflicts in 18 locations worldwide5; however, to
get a clearer picture of the cost of conflict, a wider view must be taken. From
1989 to 2000, there were more than 100 intrastate (but only seven interstate)
armed conflicts around the world. They primarily occurred in developing and
transitional countries, with up to 90% of victims being civilians.6 As well as
the loss of life, such conflicts are accompanied by the destruction of economic
4

Organisation Internationale de la Francophonie Contribution of the International
Organisation of Francophonie to the World Summit on the Information Society
(Rabat Declaration) (Agence Intergouvernementale de la Francophonie, 2003)
[http://smsi.francophonie.org/IMG/pdf/declaration_rabat_ang.pdf]
5
SIPRI Yearbook 2004: Armaments, Disarmament and International Security
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004)
[http://editors.sipri.se/pubs/yb04/aboutyb.html]
6
Figures cited in Andreas Wenger and Daniel Möckli, Conflict Prevention: The
Untapped Potential of the Business Sector (Boulder, CO and London: Lynne Rienner
Publishers, 2003).
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capacity and public infrastructure, undermining of public, private and civil
society organizations, and subsequent difficulty in attracting new domestic
and foreign investment. All of these substantially set back the national
development trajectories of the countries affected.
Preventing armed conflict makes sense in both human and financial terms but
– assuming that such conflicts will continue to arise – managing those
conflicts and their consequences more effectively is also of prime importance.
The rise in the number of conflicts has been matched by a rise in the number
of international missions, and particularly in peace building and
reconstruction operations managed by the United Nations. The increase in the
number of missions has also been matched by an increase in the complexity of
those operations.7 The size and mandate of some UN missions such as
Kosovo or East Timor would have been inconceivable ten years ago.
These missions cost billions of dollars in humanitarian relief, disaster
assistance and the tools necessary to promote stability and reconstruction unfortunately the resources necessary to support them have not always been
forthcoming. There have been increasing calls for the reform of the UN, as
well as questions about the capacity of other intergovernmental organizations
to engage in large-scale reconstruction operations.
At the same time, the rapid growth in the size and scope of civil society8 has
seen responsibility for implementation increasingly shift toward nongovernmental actors – both public and private sector – and increasing pressure
on governments and international organizations to become more effective and
accountable. New technology – especially the internet – has been an
important factor in increasing the coverage and influence of these NGOs and
other civil society organizations.9
Although the international community has struggled to respond to these
developments, it is generally agreed that existing mechanisms are not
7

Espen Barth Eide, Anja Therese Kaspersen, Randolph Kent and Karin von Hippel
Report on Integrated Missions: Practical Perspectives and Recommendations
(OCHA, May 2005) pp. 10-12.
8
According to the Union of International Associations, there are now more than
20,000 internationally-oriented NGOs. Yearbook of International Organisations:
Statistics, Visualizations and Patterns, Volume 5 (Brussels: UIA, 2005/2006)
[http://www.uia.org/organizations/home.php].
9
Craig Warkentin, Reshaping World Politics: NGOs, the Internet, and Global Civil
Society (Lanham: Rowman and Littlefield Publishers, 2001); and, Steven Hick,
Edward F. Halpin and Eric Hoskins, Human Rights and the Internet (New York: St.
Martin’s Press, 2000).
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adequate. The result has been an increasing need for effective management of
conflict, and for those organizations involved in such activities to work more
effectively. New technologies offer new ways for such organizations to work,
improving the speed of communication, opening new channels for dialogue,
enabling swifter mobilization of resources, enabling organizations and
individuals to share knowledge more easily, and a range of other benefits.
Awareness of the importance of ICTs in complex emergencies is growing, as
evidenced by the International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent
Societies’ World Disasters Report 2005 entitled “Focus on information in
disasters”, which includes illuminating and detailed examples of the role of
ICT before, during and after disasters: “Information and Communication
Technology must be recognized as a form of aid in itself.”10
3. Defining ICT For Peace in the Second Phase of WSIS
The concept of ICT for Development (ICT4D) is now widely accepted; it
includes all the diverse issues, actors, and activities involved in the promotion
of ICT-enabled development. However this concept does not generally take
into account the impact that conflict has on development, with the result (as
we saw above) that the issue of conflict was given little attention during WSIS
Phase 1.
As a result, and in contrast with ICT4D, there is no coherent approach to
conflict-related issues. This situation is unfortunate because, in the absence of
a community that can be recognized both by those inside it and those outside,
it is difficult to raise awareness of, build support for, and take forward these
critical activities. The absence of a community means that there is little
policy dialogue, shared knowledge or good practices – in short, an absence of
a community of actors. Despite this, ICT is utilized by a wide range of
organizations involved in these activities, and these organizations face many
common issues.
In addition, the use of ICT to promote conflict has received far more attention
than ICT used to promote peace. As noted above, the Civil Society
Declaration to the Geneva Summit recognized that ICT can be used as a
propaganda tool with the aim of controlling civilian populations – the
example of Radio-Télévision Libre des Mille Collines in promoting the
genocide in Rwanda is one of the best-known examples of this. The
10

International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies Wold Disasters
Report 2005 – Focus on Information (Eurospan, London 2005) p. 33
[http://www.ifrc.org/publicat/wdr2005/]
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manipulation of the media is well-documented11 and has been a cause of
increasing concern to many involved in the media, although a counterbalancing force has emerged through the internet. The internet has to some
extent enabled the democratization of information, allowing individuals to
share their own information through tools such as blogs (online web journals),
discuss issues in open or closed forums such as bulletin boards, and in some
cases to develop alternative, ‘independent’ news platforms12. However,
access to these tools are not guaranteed; many governments can and do
prevent their citizens from free access to information regarded as potentially
damaging to society.
More than just controlling public information, however, a great deal has been
written about the use of ICT in modern warfare at every level, from the use of
smart weapons by the modern military, to the adoption of satellite
communications by rebel groups in remote areas, to the ease of obtaining
recipes for explosives on the internet, to the use of mobile phones as a means
of triggering bombs. Militaries rely on communications technology to
coordinate their forces, and on computers to control advanced weapons
systems; ICT is essential for all aspects of modern warfare
To balance this, communication is also essential for ending conflict and
building lasting peace, and ICT has a key role to play in improving
communication, facilitating negotiations, increasing transparency, and
building trust. The consequences of conflict must also be dealt with, and ICT
plays an increasingly important role in humanitarian response, peace
operations and reconstruction processes. ICT is often one of the most crucial
tools used by those carrying out vital work. In the WSIS context, ICT used in
this way merits more consideration by the international community.
This report therefore proposes that this is a clearly identifiable area of activity
that can be labeled ICT for Peace, or ICT4Peace. ICT4Peace activities are
very broadly defined at present, and rightfully so; it is up to the actors
themselves to further develop the definitions involved. For the purposes of
this report, ICT4Peace encompasses the varying types of activity that are
carried out in relation to armed conflict, including conflict prevention and
management, peace operations, humanitarian relief and disaster assistance,
and post-conflict peace building and reconstruction.

11

Philip Knightley The First Casualty: The War Correspondent as Hero,
Propagandist, and Myth-maker from the Crimea to the Gulf War II (Andre Deutsch
Ltd 2003).
12
Such as www.indymedia.org .
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4. The ICT4Peace Project
a. Objectives and Process
To ensure that the issue of ICT4Peace received more attention in Phase 2,
Switzerland (the host country of Phase 1), in consultation with Tunisia (the
host country of Phase 2) and the Chairman of WSIS PrepCom, proposed a
project that would bring together key actors in this community.
Supported by the Government of Switzerland, the ICT4Peace project is led by
Ambassador Daniel Stauffacher, former Delegate of the Swiss Federal
Council for the World Summit on the Information Society. This support
reflects Switzerland’s long-standing commitment to conflict prevention and
management, humanitarian relief, and post-conflict peace building activities,
both individually and in collaboration with governments, international
organizations, nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), and research
institutions.13
The project aims to highlight the use of ICTs to promote peace (as defined
broadly above), with the objectives of identifying a clear framework and
elaborating good practice for developing and implementing ICT4Peace
initiatives. The project targeted projects that use ICT to support the activities
described above, looking at both the political and technical aspects of this
type of work.
The project is based on the conviction that the best way to develop such a
good practice approach is to build on the experience of those actors already
working on these issues in the sector. In order to do this, the first activities of
the project were a series of consultation meetings with these stakeholders, in
order to identify the key issues they faced and to begin the process of
articulating the lessons that have been learned.
These meetings then formed the basis for networking on the part of the
project, starting the formation of a community of actors around these issues.
As well as the face-to-face meetings, a website for ICT4Peace
(http://www.ict4peace.org/) was established and participants were encouraged
to register their projects online. As support builds for the project, this website
13

On the Swiss approach to these issues, see the Swiss Federal Department of
Foreign Affairs Bill to Parliament concerning a credit facility for measures relating
to conflict transformation
and the promotion of human rights (2004–2007) (Bern, EDA, April 2004)
[http://www.eda.admin.ch/eda/e/home/foreign/humsec.html]
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will become a valuable community resource, and should act as a record of the
progress of the ICT4Peace community as a whole.
b. The ICT4Peace Report
This report is the result of the processes described in the previous section, and
has been prepared for release at the WSIS in Tunis, 16-18 November 2005.
The aim of the report is to raise awareness of the topic, to profile a range of
the ongoing activities, to identify the key issues and to make
recommendations for next steps. The Tunis Summit is a promising venue in
which to call attention to the issues and initiatives involved, and to suggest
that ICT4Peace should be mainstreamed into broader discussions regarding
the information society. In turn, the WSIS could contribute to the
development of ICT4Peace as recognized and critically important area of
activity that merits analysis, support and continuing development.
With these considerations in mind, this report proposes that the use of ICT in
conflict prevention and management, humanitarian relief, and post-conflict
peace building and reconstruction constitute a coherent area of activity that
we call ICT for Peace (ICT4Peace). The report provides an overview of
selected ICT4Peace issues and initiatives, describing some of the leading
organizations and programs in the sector; it then offers some
recommendations for moving forward. The intention is not to exhaustively
catalogue work in ICT4Peace, but to illustrate who is doing what, and to
explore what might happen next to promote this important area of work.
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II. ICT4PEACE IN ACTION: SELECTED EXAMPLES
Due to its relatively recent development, there does not yet exist a clear
analytical framework for ICT4Peace. One framework is that of the conflict
cycle, with the key question being, how is ICT used before, during and
immediately after a conflict? These “phases” of a conflict have historically
been seen as a chronological sequence, in a similar way as post-conflict
transitions were seen as a progression from (immediate) relief to (short-term)
rehabilitation to (long-term) development.
More recently, however,
commentators have called for a more integrated approach14, acknowledging
that conflicts do not follow a linear path.
Conflict stages are best understood not as a continuum – a linear development
– but as a "continuum,” where multiple stages in a given process may occur
simultaneously. As an example, if post-conflict peace processes begin to
break down, it may prefigure the re-emergence of the conflict itself; the
response will have to take into account both the ongoing peace process and
the emergent conflict patterns. Many uses of ICT are relevant at multiple
stages of a conflict, and so the framework of the conflict cycle might not be
the most suitable.
Another potential analytic framework could be based on the technology itself:
the hardware, software and standards that underpin information systems. This
framework also poses problems, however, since most ICT4Peace activities are
not based on particular technologies, but draw on whatever is available,
appropriate or even just familiar.
Alternatively, in keeping with
communications theory, one could analyze ICT4Peace activities through
focusing on the communities of broadcasters (governmental, international,
non-governmental or private actors) and audiences, as well as the kind of
information transmitted.
This report approaches ICT4Peace by categorizing existing activities by their
intended use. By doing this, we hope to avoid the risk of becoming entangled
in discussions about frameworks, rather than the actual functions of
ICT4Peace. The review is therefore divided between activities drawn from
the conflict cycle (early warning, reconstruction), technology (the web,
implementation of standards, and application development), field responses
(operations and support) and communications (networking and learning) –
14
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bearing in mind that some activities may fit into more than one section. We
hope that this offers the most comprehensive approach to the many issues
around ICT4Peace – but we also hope that the report may form the basis for
further development of a more rigorous framework.
1. The Impact of the Internet
Two “revolutions” allowed the creation of an information space that is global
in scope. First, a communications revolution made possible mass media that
could reach around the world; now, the information revolution, based around
the internet, has provided a medium (or rather, a range of media) through
which a limitless number of individuals and organizations can have direct
access to a global audience, subject to social and economic constraints.
Unsurprisingly, many international organizations responding to conflict – and
a growing number of national organizations operating at the local level within
conflict zones – have established their own websites. Organizational use of
public websites has had two major impacts on our capacity to collectively
follow and understand developments in countries or regions of concern: it has
allowed vastly more effective information dissemination outside the
organizations, and has enhanced capacity for networking and learning within
or between organizations.
a. Information Dissemination
The first impact has been to vastly increase the amount of accessible
information about these developments, and hence increase the visibility of
potential and actual conflicts. Until recently, conflict – particularly in remote
locations – could go unreported for some time and, when information did get
out to the wider world, it was in the form of scattered press reports, which
would neither fully inform the public nor serve as the basis for public pressure
for the international community to respond.
The advent of global news networks made the arrival of such news faster and
more comprehensive, but is still defined by resource constraints, the appeal of
the story, and on the biases of news editors and whether they feel a story
merits prominent position and ongoing coverage relative to other events.
New York Times columnist Nicholas Kristof pointed out in June 2005 that the
American news networks collectively aired 55 times as many stories about
Michael Jackson as they did about Darfur15. While the “CNN effect” may
15
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Times, July 26 2005)
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increase pressure on the international community to respond to a crisis, it also
promotes on a very transitory approach to such crises; once the crisis ceases to
be news, it ceases to require a response – the phrase “forgotten emergencies”
is commonly used by NGOs such as MSF and Oxfam.
The internet can also be used to rapidly disseminate false or inflammatory
information, offer a global platform for causes that would otherwise not
receive so much attention (whether legitimate or not) and act as a recruiting
office for extremist groups. The interactivity of the internet sometimes allows
a response to rumors. However, in a crisis situation, who can be seen by the
different factions as a neutral, trusted party, to counter, verify or contextualize
a possibly explosive piece of information? The internet itself is neutral and
offers no assistance in guaranteeing the accuracy of any given message, or in
identifying the intent of those using it. For those who know how to use it,
however, the internet offers ways of raising the profile of forgotten
emergencies, countering the misuse of the internet for promoting conflict, and
many other activities besides.
This is precisely because the web gives a potentially limitless number of
individuals and organizations the ability to broadcast news without being
filtered through the commercial and financial limitations of news networks.
In addition, the information provided is not as transitory as the mass media; a
website remains online for as long as the site administrator wants, can be
shifted or mirrored on other sites, links to related information on other
websites, and helps to build collective knowledge that becomes more detailed
and accurate over time.
As the humanitarian and peace operations community has expanded – both in
terms of size and complexity – organizations have used the web to reach a
potential audience of millions with whom to have this dialogue, both to
inform – through discussing the issues on which they work and reporting on
their own activities – and to solicit support – both in terms publicity and
financial contributions. In the case of the latter requirement, in the last two
years there has been a marked shift in patterns of fundraising; in the UK, the
Disasters Emergency Committee (or DEC, a consortium of the major UK and
Irish NGOs) has raised more money through contributions via the net than
through traditional telephone-based contributions.
The extent to which these twin objectives of sharing information and
soliciting support are achieved varies, but for organizations seeking a public
mandate, the web has proven invaluable. Most of these organizations,
however, employ a fairly standard approach to their websites. They
principally use their sites to describe themselves and their activities, to convey
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basic information about developments in the places where they work and to
appeal for support. These are important functions, but they do not make full
use of the web’s potential; for example, while they offer substantial amounts
of information, it is often not presented in a manner that is easy to search or
store.
In this context, while it is interesting to note the massive increase in the
number of web sites operating in this sector, it is more important to note those
organizations and projects that are making innovative use of the web in their
work. For all the changes already wrought by the arrival of the web, we are
only at the beginning of an upward curve. Increases in computing power and
expansion of broadband access will make it increasingly easy to more rapidly
disseminate a richer array of information, e.g. live audio and video,
multimedia and mapping images, and so on. In such circumstances, the
problem of information overload becomes more pressing; the new frontier is a
crowded place, and the difficulty for the web user is how to identify useful
information and filter out the rest.
Websites offering this type of filtering are referred to as portals, and in the
fragmented ICT4Peace community, they can make significant contributions to
development of a culture of information sharing and development of an
ICT4Peace community. Here the term ‘portal’ implies that the information is
not created by the organization itself, but that the website collates information
from other sources in order to act as a filter for the vast amount of information
available on the web.16
ReliefWeb [http://www.reliefweb.int/], a service of the United Nations Office
for
the
Coordination
of
Humanitarian
Affairs
(OCHA)
[http://ochaonline.un.org]17, is the hub for humanitarian information,
16

It is worth noting that some organisations present their website as portals as well as
sources of their own information resources.
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In the UN system, OCHA plays a leading role in ensuring system-wide
coordination. In 1991 the General Assembly established the position of Emergency
Relief Coordinator (ERC) to oversee both complex emergencies and natural disasters,
chairing the newly-created Inter-Agency Standing Committee (IASC). Soon after, the
Secretary-General established the Department of Humanitarian Affairs (DHA) and
assigned the ERC the status of Under-Secretary-General (USG) for Humanitarian
Affairs. In 1998 DHA was reorganized into OCHA, and its mandate was expanded to
include the coordination of humanitarian response, policy development and
humanitarian advocacy. OCHA carries out its coordination functions primarily
through the IASC, which is tasked with ensuring inter-agency decision-making in
response to complex emergencies. These responses include needs assessments,
consolidated appeals, field coordination arrangements and the development of
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receiving approximately 1 million hits a day in 2004 – and 3 million hits a day
following the South Asia Tsunami. Over 70,000 people subscribe to its email services, the site offers a "web feed" service to deliver customized
content to partners' web sites, and users can create password-protected
profiles to manage material of particular interest to them. ReliefWeb has
offices in three time zones to ensure that its news items are updated around
the clock, and posts some 150 maps and documents daily from over 2,000
sources. These are then categorized and kept in a searchable database
containing nearly 300,000 items dating back to 1981. In addition to these and
other resources pertaining to countries and crises, the site includes a guide to
humanitarian web sites, a search engine, direct links to news sites, and
professional tools. The latter include directories of employment and training
opportunities, thematic listings of "communities of practice" in different areas
of specialization, and a contact directory of humanitarian organizations.
OCHA also manages the Integrated Regional Information Network (IRIN)
[http://www.irinnews.org/], an independent news service reporting on
humanitarian crises.
IRIN produces updates, analysis and alerts on
developments in 46 countries in Africa and eight in Central Asia. The
information is drawn from (and provided to) a network of UN agencies,
NGOs and international organizations, national authorities, donors, human
rights organizations, political parties, regional institutions, churches,
academia, businesses and the media. In addition to producing its own daily,
weekly and special reports, IRIN distributes publications from its partners.
Some 100,000 people worldwide read IRIN reports daily via e-mail with
customizable preferences, and IRIN also operates a web radio service with
content geared toward particular countries and region in crisis.
Alertnet [http://www.alertnet.org/] is a project of the Reuters Foundation that
focuses on rapidly developing humanitarian emergencies and on early
warning of future emergencies. It draws on the Reuters news agency’s
unparalleled 24-hour news feed to provide up to the minute coverage of
breaking events concerning natural disasters and complex emergencies, and
provides a wealth of country profiles, satellite images, interactive maps, and
databases. The site attracts upwards of three million users a year and
contributes to network development by providing links to 374 member
organizations in 87 countries, a weekly email is received by more than 10,000
readers, and a password-protected Professional Zone where members can post
information and contacts of use to other humanitarian professionals.

humanitarian policies.
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More recently, some projects have begun to offer more geographically
specific portals for information. Apart from the Humanitarian Information
Centres (see section on Field-Based Responses, below), websites such as the
OCHA Website in the Russian Federation [http://www.ocha.ru], AzerWeb
[http://www.azerweb.com/] and Save the Children’s Assistance Georgia
[http://www.assistancegeorgia.org.ge/] have a perspective firmly based in the
field. These sites offer an essential complement to centralized information
resources such as ReliefWeb and Alertnet.
Some organizations go beyond “flat” displays of information by providing
interactive tools. Searchable databases, maps and Geographic Information
Systems (GIS) and electronic forums are featured on a number of these sites.
For example, the Center for Research on the Epidemiology of Disasters
[http://www.cred.be/] offers the International Disasters Database;
Development Gateway [http://home.developmentgateway.org/] has databases
relating to conflict and post-conflict reconstruction, as well as online
discussion forums.
The International Committee of the Red Cross
[www.icrc.org], the oldest and probably the largest humanitarian
organization, offers access to databases of treaties and related instruments.
The Norwegian Refugee Council’s Global IDP Project [www.idpproject.org]
monitors the movement of people who have been displaced within their own
country by conflict or because of human rights violations, maintains a Global
IDP database and related maps, and uses this information to promote the safe
return or resettlement and reintegration of the displaced.
Specific area resources are also available. The Geneva-based International
Documentation Network on the Great African Lakes Region
[http://www.grandslacs.net/] is an international, inter-university program that
collects, edits, and provides access to documents on recent events in Burundi,
Rwanda and their regional context (Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania and the
Democratic Republic of Congo). The network’s goal is to make the largest
possible range of documents available to decision-makers, academics, and
NGOs in those countries and around the world. In order to develop a trusted
resource and to foster a culture of critical reading of information, the Network
only accepts complete and verified documents (to avoid mis-quotes or false
attributions that often fuel strife in the Great Lakes region). Documents
include reports and technical materials on development from various sources,
letters, statements and studies by public personalities, and communications
from within civil society. These documents, which number in the thousands
and often exist only in hard copy form, are scanned or re-typed and made
available via a searchable Internet database and CD-ROMs. Depending on
the original documents, the project makes available resources in English,
French, Kinyarwanda, and Kirundi.
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Another Swiss-supported Program, on Humanitarian Policy and Conflict
Research (HPCR) at the Harvard University School of Public Health
[http://www.hpcr.org/] runs a Portal Development Unit, which gives
policymakers and practitioners easy access to information on human security
and conflict prevention and allows users to create virtual networks with
counterparts to share common concerns. Its Indonesia portal
[http://www.preventconflict.org/portal/main] has become a trusted source for
reports and other documents reflecting many points of view. Another type of
portal related to conflict issues supported by HPCR is the International
Humanitarian Law Research Initiative (IHLRI)
[http://www.ihlresearch.org/ihl/], allowing access to news articles and
resources on the topic of international humanitarian law relevant to situations
in ongoing conflicts.

b. Networking and Learning
The second impact has been the contribution of the web in weaving together
these different organizations into something that can begin to be described as
a sector – whether one labels that sector humanitarian response, peace
operations, conflict management, or post-conflict reconstruction, or anything
else. While our emphasis in this section is on the World Wide Web, it should
be noted that the Internet also provides the basis for other applications for
information sharing, e.g. e-mail, newsgroups, file sharing and so on, some of
which will be discussed later in the report.
There have been suggestions that an opportunity to build coherent
communities of practice is being missed; as one analyst summarized:
“The World Wide Web is at present undoubtedly the most widely
used information platform for the humanitarian community.
Humanitarian organizations regularly visit each other’s web sites.
These sites hardly reflect this reality: the public part of the web sites
of most humanitarian organizations is aimed at a vast, anonymous
audience, while the restricted part is reserved for staff. Apart from
information on the owner of the site and links to related
organizations, the sites seldom provide IT services to visitors….More
often than not, the web sites of humanitarian organizations are cut off
from the rest of the organizations’ information system: most sites are
managed as stand-alone tools, often connected to the organizations’ email-systems, but remaining under the strict and constant control of a
single webmaster. The unrestricted part of these sites is conceived as
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a number of static pages aimed at a vast, anonymous audience. This
situation is at present a major obstacle to the integration of the
information that is available throughout the humanitarian community:
the barriers around some of the information on the local networks
have been raised so high, that any sharing of information demands
additional work.” 18
In part, this missed opportunity can be attributed to a lack of understanding
within the community of the potential of the web, combined with the facts
that widespread web access is a relatively recent phenomenon and that many
of these organizations work in countries on the other side of the digital divide,
where the web has not been a major medium. There is a growing
understanding of the power of the web, as the fundraising experience of the
DEC mentioned above shows, and networks are starting to discover the
different ways that ICT can bring people together.
In the NGO community, the web has made possible wider collaborations
between NGOs across the world. The two biggest networks in particular have
used technology to improve member relations and advocacy work. The
Geneva-based
International
Council
of
Voluntary
Agencies
[http://www.icva.ch/], a global network of NGOs working on humanitarian
relief, human rights, and refugee issues, uses its website to provide members
with useful documents and access to policy briefings from the headquarters of
relevant agencies such as UNHCR, as well as publishing a regular newsletter
that reaches around the world in a way that a printed newsletter could not.
The Washington-based InterAction [http://www.interaction.org/ict/], an
alliance of more than 160 NGOs, has gone further and created a headquarters
unit specifically to deal with ICT initiatives. This unit reviews access and
appropriateness of technology and content for both the NGO and local
communities. This work ties in with initiatives mentioned elsewhere in this
document, such as NetHope.
The Global Disaster Information Network (GDIN) [www.gdin.org] is a
coalition of experts from NGOs, governments, international organizations,
industry, academia, and donor organizations. Its objectives are to assist infield disaster managers find information, particularly when other means have
failed; to develop unique information sharing procedures that complement
extant systems; and to foster the elaboration of technologies for peace as well
18
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as professional development. A more recent initiative is the Disaster
Resource Network (DRN) [http://66.223.23.193/index.html] of the World
Economic Forum, which seeks to build cooperation between businesses and
relief organizations during the emergency response and recovery phases of
disasters. The DRN seeks to streamline and increase the delivery of industry
resources (engineering, technology, transportation and logistics, insurance and
others) to the disaster site. Although in its early stages, the DRN could offer a
new way to bring together the private and public sectors using the credibility
and resources of the World Economic Forum.
The Center for Security Studies at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology
in Zurich [http://www.css.ethz.ch/index_EN] provides access to handbooks,
studies, working papers, monographs, conference reports and books written
from an academic/policy-making orientation. The center is also a focal point
for the Swiss International Relations and Security Network
[http://www.isn.ethz.ch/], which links scholars and research institutions at a
number of universities that work on international security issues, including
conflict prevention and peace operations. The next step is to link these more
policy-oriented discussions with field practitioners, to ensure that both sides
benefit from each other’s knowledge.
A group seeking to do just that is the Active Learning Network for
Accountability and Practice (ALNAP) [http://www.alnap.org/], based in the
UK at the Overseas Development Institute (ODI) [http://www.odi.org.uk/].
Knowledge management – of which communities of practice are an important
sub-topic – is still not widely regarded in the ICT4Peace community, although
organizations and individuals with military backgrounds (such as UN
peacekeeping forces) benefit from the military’s focus on lesson learning.
ALNAP makes available lessons learned documents drawn from its
comprehensive online database of evaluations, as well as hosting discussions
forums and meetings that provide a framework for learning in the
humanitarian community.
One of the most interesting learning initiatives in the last five years has been
the development Aid Workers Network (AWN) [http://www.aidworkers.net/],
a voluntary collaboration between field-based aid workers to share their
knowledge and build a broader community of practice. Launched as a pilot
project in 2002, it rapidly grew to 6500 members in 163 countries in mid2004, offering moderated online discussion forums covering every aspect of
aid work, from fundraising to programme management, from policy to
administration.
Until mid-2004, a weekly newsletter (Aid Workers
Exchange) was also published, featuring articles written by professional aid
workers and question-and-answer sections. This was achieved with almost no
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core funding, and shows that the will to develop a community of practice
exists in the aid world.
Some organizations offer online training in various fields, notably conflict
mediation and resolution. A few examples would include: the Geneva
Humanitarian Forum [http://www.genevahumanitarianforum.org/] which
hosts e-dialogues on conflict and peace, including the role of media; and the
Network University [http://www.euconflict.org/tnu/index2.html] and the
Geneva-based UN University of Peace Institute for Media, Peace and Security
[http://www.mediapeace.org/] both of which offer online courses. This is a
field which has great utility for practitioners, potentially offering distance
learning that can be combined with field-based practice and be made
accessible to remote participants, including national organizations and staff.
The ODI also runs the Humanitarian Practice Network (HPN)
[http://www.odihpn.org/], making use of a membership-based website and a
mailing list facility to reach a far wider audience than would be possible with
hard copies of its many publications. These types of basic information
resources, although not making full use of the web’s potential, still serve an
important function in the ICT4Peace community, ensuring wider availability
of previously hard-to-access materials, particularly for developing countries.
Existing
journals
available
online
include
Disasters
[http://www.blackwellpublishing.com/journal.asp?ref=0361-3666],
the
Journal of Humanitarian Assistance [http://www.jha.ac/], the Humanitarian
Review [http://www.humanitarian-review.org/], and the International Review
of the Red Cross [http://www.icrc.org/eng/review].
2. Early Warning and Conflict Prevention
“Confronting the horrors of war and natural disasters, the United Nations has
long argued that prevention is better than cure; that we must address root
causes, not merely their symptoms,” urged UN Secretary General Kofi Annan
in 1999.19 Although it is widely agreed that preventive action before a
conflict is less costly than intervention during or after a conflict, successful
prevention remains elusive. There are many reasons for this, including
concerns over issues of sovereignty, lack of political will and constraints on
international diplomacy, as well as the problem of drawing attention to
conflicts emerging away from the gaze of the world’s media. Annan’s
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statement, however, reflects a growing concern to make early warning and
conflict prevention a central part of the international community’s response.
As a result of this concern, the past fifteen years have seen a growing volume
of calls for the development of better early warning systems. Early warning
for disasters is not a new idea, but its application in conflict management is
fairly new; the challenges involved are qualitatively different and more
complex. 20 Indeed, the commingling of desires for early warning systems
and recognition of the difficulties of making them work has often left experts
of two minds on the matter. For example, writing in 1995, one proponent of
NGO-supported early warning systems summarized the issue this way:
“A new network specifically devoted to early warnings, and linking
local and international NGOs to a central facility, could in theory
enhance the timely quality of those signals, legitimate them, and
enable the outcries of smaller as well as larger NGOs to be heard in
the headquarters of the UN and in Washington, London, Bonn, Paris,
and Tokyo. The central facility could evaluate incoming bells of
alarm; faint noises would be amplified and transmitted with greater
assurances that they would be heard, if not acted upon, down the
world’s dominant corridors of power. Had a recognizable channel
existed in 1994, the Rwandan genocide might have been forestalled.
The fears of local NGO leaders might then have been articulated more
determinedly and forcefully; the world community might have
responded; the UN mandate might have been broadened and
preventive diplomacy and preventive interposition might have been
possible. But the details of the Rwandan experience, the continuing
crisis of Burundi, and the experiences of both Guatemala and
Macedonia imply that such a network would be almost impossible to
deploy, and that using it would have been and might be much too
dangerous for NGOs, especially local ones.”21
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Some experts maintain that early warning is not feasible, for several reasons.
Predictions of conflict based on theoretical constructs and formal models
cannot capture the unique circumstances on the ground in a given region. It is
logistically difficult – and potentially dangerous – for individuals to gather the
sensitive information required for early warning in country and transmit it up
to the international level. Even if information can be promptly provided to
decision makers, they may not know how to respond, and will probably lack
the political will to do so if their national security interests are not threatened.
Early warning may not translate into early action; for example, in the case of
Rwanda, there were relatively unambiguous warning signs, and yet the
international community failed to act.22 In the event that the international
community does act, any intervention may be ill-considered and might even
worsen the problem, e.g. by taking one side without providing sufficient
deterrence or incentive to the other to cease hostilities.
While these objections are understandable, they do not constitute a solid case
against early warning. The practical objections raised above simply
underscore the obstacles that must be overcome with respect to system design.
The difficulties of mustering political will and designing effective responses
are not arguments against the utility of early warning per se, but are rather
political-strategic problems endemic to the entire sector. In any case, early
warning systems should not be viewed as the sole basis for decision-making;
they are an additional contribution to a larger set of capabilities.
Although the central analytical capacity will always be human, ICT can assist
in building early warning systems. A number of initiatives have built on this
to improve early warning across the international system. Within the UN,
OCHA takes the lead role for early warning on complex emergencies. As
noted above, OCHA manages ReliefWeb and IRIN, which offer a wealth of
well organized and detailed information that can be drawn on in identifying
potential hot spots. In addition, the UN General Assembly has tasked the
Emergency Relief Coordinator (ERC) with “maintaining an overview of all
emergencies through the systematic pooling and analysis of early warning
information,” and with providing “consolidated information, including early
warning on emergencies, to all interested Governments and concerned
authorities.”
The
OCHA
Early
Warning
Unit
[http://ochaonline.un.org/webpage.asp?Page=966] collaborates with other UN
bodies, international NGOs, think tanks, and regional organizations in order to
aggregate information and monitor and assess trends and events world-wide
that may give rise to humanitarian crises. The Unit monitors developments in
22
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around thirty countries and shares its information with country teams on the
ground and its other partners. In addition, the Early Warning Unit has
assembled a compendium of case studies that are made available to
practitioners world-wide via the Internet Forum on Crisis Prevention (IFCP)
[http://ochaonline.un.org/webpage.asp?Page=1327].
Some UN bodies maintain their own programs. For example, the United
Nations Development Programme (UNDP) has established a Crisis
Prevention
and
Peace
Building
area
[http://www.undp.org/bcpr/conflict_prevention/index.htm] and is working
with selected national governments to establish early warning systems and to
build their capacities to foresee potential crises based on in-depth reports and
regularly updated information about key indicators. The World Food
Programme (WFP) has developed an interesting initiative on behalf of the
Inter-Agency Standing Committee (IASC) working group on Preparedness
and Contingency Planning. The Humanitarian Early Warning Service
(HEWSWeb) [http://www.hewsweb.org/home_page/default.asp] provides a
“global multi-hazard watch to support humanitarian preparedness”; at present
it covers only natural disasters and not complex emergencies, but it presents
an interesting model for aggregating multiple information sources into an
easy-to-use format.
Initiatives for ICT-enabled early warning are also being developed outside the
UN. In the European Commission, a system called Tariqa has been
developed for the external relations department (RELEX), enabling the EC’s
63 delegations around the world to follow global developments relevant to
their work through one portal. User needs for the systems were identified
through interviews with 40 desk officers over three months; according to
those interviewed, the main problem was the absence of a single source for
integrated information. The first requirement was therefore to develop an
integrated platform through which this information could be made available.
Users wanted a system that was demand-driven; a system they could use as
needed; and a system resistant to information overload. Tariqa integrates
multiple public information sources, automatically filtering news from more
than 2,000 print, radio, and television channels and building a customized
portal for different geographical desks in the commission. The portal includes
news services, specialized press resources, books and articles, maps, and
remote sensing resources, as well as information from the commission and its
partners. For example, the system allows the user to locate different projects
funded by the European Community Humanitarian Office (ECHO), or any
other aid agency, in a certain country. Tariqa provides a situational awareness
tool that support many functions, not just early warning.
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In
a
more
active
early
warning
mode,
SwissPeace
[http://www.swisspeace.org/], as well as hosting the KOFF Center for
Peacebuilding (to strengthen Switzerland’s capacity to address violent
conflicts) and the Afghan Civil Society Forum, has also established
Frühanalyse von Spannungen und Tatsachenermittlung (FAST) International
[http://www.swisspeace.org/fast/]. FAST was created in 1998 for the Swiss
Agency for Development and Cooperation (SDC) as an evolution from earlier
early warning systems developed in the wake of the crises in Rwanda and the
Balkans. Today, FAST International is also supported by the Austrian,
Canadian, Swedish and American governments’ respective development
organizations. The system is focused on twenty countries or regions in
Africa, Europe and Asia.
From a methodological perspective, FAST is widely considered to have been
a major advance, employing both qualitative and quantitative methods by
blending data analysis with the interpretations of country experts. The precise
balance or blend of these approaches is determined on a case-by-case basis
according to customer needs. That said, FAST is most known for its
quantitative methodology, in which data on conflictive and cooperative events
are collected from the organization’s own in-country teams and entered into a
web-based software tool through a coding scheme called IDEA (Integrated
Data for Event Analysis), which is based on the WEIS (World Events
Interaction Survey) coding scheme. For each country/region monitored,
unique sets of data are collected and analyzed to produce both general and
customized information products that include specific policy options for
decision makers in government and other sectors. These products include the
FAST Updates (including “flash” Special Updates), Analytical Frameworks,
the FAST Reporter publication, and Country Risk Profiles. 23
The second project of interest is the Stockholm International Peace Research
Institute’s (SIPRI) “Early Warning Indicators for Preventive Policy”
[http://www.sipri.org/contents/it/ewi.html].
Launched in 2002, SIPRI’s
project makes heavy use of the possibilities provided by new technology. As
with the FAST system, the project seeks to break new ground by using a
sophisticated quantitative methodology that is complemented by expert
analysis. The former relies on the statistical analysis of a database comprising
more than 1200 structural and event indicators culled from a wide range of
different sources, including a monthly expert survey. Trends are graphically
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displayed, a predictive model and ‘crisis index’ are employed, and the results
of the current test phase will be made publicly available on the Internet. The
geographic focus is on West Africa, and SIPRI has developed a network of
experts in the region that not only provide analysis and data, but also
participate in the development of the methodology and indicators. SIPRI is
also developing an Integrating Fact Databases as part of its International
Relations and Security Project, creating a federated system of databases at
different geographical locations, accessible through a single user platform.
Finally, the Rwanda Project of the Center for International Development and
Conflict Management, University of Maryland at College Park
[http://www.cidcm.umd.edu/rwanda/index.htm]. The project seeks to help
advance reconciliation between Hutu and Tutsi; to assist in this effort, the
scholars involved are developing an Africa-focused interactive tool to assist
development managers, implementers, and architects in integrating ICT into
peace building efforts. Building on an index of forty conflict drivers, the tool
will provide a web-based multi-layered matrix linking ICT program results
and lessons learned to reduce the conflict potential of each driver and identify
strategies for conflict sensitive development. After undergoing an extensive
period of prototype testing, the tool will be fully operational by the end of
2005.
Early warning systems continue to develop, but it is still unclear what role
ICT can play in preventing conflict. The best hope seems to be with
promoting better communication between factions, communities and external
actors in the hope of altering the dynamics of conflict to allow for a
negotiated resolution. For example, in Chiapas, Mexico, the Zapatista’s use
of the Internet called international attention to the plight of the indigenous;
this attention may have afforded them some protection and prevented a fullscale violent conflict from developing by enabling their participation in a
political process. In this context, processes of social reconciliation (see
section 5b, below) may offer more hope than higher-level diplomatic
initiatives – at least in the context of ICT4Peace.
3. Operations and Support
An enormous variety of actors across a wide range of sectors have become
involved in implementation of various aspects of peace operations; highprofile operations such as Kosovo or Afghanistan attract international NGOs
numbering in the hundreds. In complex emergencies, with so many
organizations on the ground, coordination becomes a priority. Coordination is
essential for a number of reasons; to reduce duplication and to fill gaps in
assistance, to ensure efficient use of existing supply chains, to build local
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knowledge to ensure that assistance is appropriate, and so forth. Coordination
should be geared towards one end – ensuring that the needs of beneficiaries
are met in an appropriate and timely manner, and to avoid or mitigate
unnecessary human suffering. Coordination between civilian and military
forces, between the public and private sector, and between different branches
of national government is also pressing concerns.
It is worth noting that the traditional concept of coordination has been joined
recently by a newer idea; that of integration within a UN mission. In the
wake of multi-faceted missions such as Kosovo or East Timor – where the
UN may be required to take on a wide range of activities in the same area –
there has been extensive discussion about how to ensure that those activities –
and the organizations that implement them – can work together more closely
towards a perceived common end. Although popular in policy circles, to
whom the advantages are obvious, this idea has been contested on the ground,
particularly by some humanitarian actors.
The argument put forward by these critics is that the fundamental principles
of humanitarianism – impartiality, neutrality, and independence – are not
negotiable, that the provision of humanitarian aid should be based on human
needs alone, and not influenced by political motivations. Humanitarian
organizations fear that their work may be used as a political tool; in more
concrete terms, there is also considerable concern that any erosion of
‘humanitarian space’ – the freedom of movement and activity to provide
humanitarian assistance, usually on the basis of informal assent from or
agreement with belligerent parties – will endanger both their ability to carry
out their work – and endanger the security of their staff and assets. 24 The
advocates of the integrated approach maintain that every action in a conflict
zone has political ramifications – even supposedly ‘neutral’ ones – and that it
is best to consider these in a holistic manner that takes into account those
ramifications and seeks to use all available means to achieve the key political
goal of building peace.
These arguments are particularly relevant in the context of the debate over
civil-military co-operation.25 Information-sharing between humanitarian
workers and the military is a contentious topic. Point Four of the Code of
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Joanna Macrae and Nicholas Leader, Shifting Sands: the search for ‘coherence’
between political and humanitarian responses to complex emergencies
(Humanitarian Practice Network, London, 2000)
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Jane Barry and Anna Jefferys, A Bridge Too Far: aid agencies and the military in
humanitarian response (Humanitarian Practice Network, London, 2002)
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Conduct for the International Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement and
NGOs in Disaster Relief (which the majority of international NGOs have now
signed up to) states that:
“We will never knowingly – or through negligence – allow ourselves,
or our employees, to be used for to gather intelligence of a political,
military or economically sensitive nature for governments or other
bodies that may serve purposes other than those which are strictly
humanitarian, nor will we act as instruments of foreign policy of
donor governments.” 26
Civil-military relations are an extremely complex and contentious field, and it
is not possible to explore them fully here, except to note that there is a clear
impact on information-sharing between civil and military agencies in the
field. Although the extent and terms of civil-military relations are debated
from emergency to emergency, there is agreement that such informationsharing is a prerequisite for coordination.
Amongst civilian agencies, coordination needs to occur both vertically –
between organizational headquarters and their staff at different local levels –
and horizontally – between the different actors, at both headquarters and field
levels. Horizontal (or inter-agency) coordination is usually more difficult,
since differences in the mandates, resources and capacities of different
organizations can impede cooperation – not to mention competition for
funding. All these factors can hinder coordination even in comparatively
simple emergency situations such as natural disasters; in complex
emergencies, they become even more difficult to manage. Yet this very
complexity increases the need for effective coordination. In order to
successfully manage such operations, more widespread use of ICT has
become essential. Modern humanitarian operations have been made possible
by ICTs, and it is now difficult to imagine an operation without that
technology.
a. Field-based Projects
Recently many organizations have begun to use technology in the field to
support the work of others, both for communications support and information
management; both of these have been seen to improve coordination in the
field.
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One widely-known concept are the Humanitarian Information Centers (HICs)
[http://www.humanitarianinfo.org/] operated by the Field Information Support
Unit (FIS) within the Advocacy, and Information Management Branch of
OCHA (see section 1, above). HICs are open access facilities established in
conflict and post-conflict zones to support the humanitarian assistance
through the provision of information resources. They are coordinated through
OCHA, have been endorsed by the Inter-Agency Standing Committee
(IASC), and report to the UN’s Humanitarian/Resident Coordinator. They
bring together UN, NGO and sometimes governmental actors to support
coordination in the field. They create a common meeting point and
framework of action for information managers from diverse organizations,
most notably international agencies and NGOs, but hopefully also local actors
as well; ensure that these organizations have access to the information
management tools needed to assess, plan, implement and monitor
humanitarian assistance given local conditions; facilitate standardized data
collection, analysis and dissemination, as well as individual and joint
initiatives; and promote a culture of information-sharing and awareness of
good practices. The kinds of information resources they make available can
include everything from orientation materials and maps, contacts lists,
meetings schedules to project management information, “Who’s doing What
Where” databases, GIS data, incident reports, research studies and beyond.
HICS have established in a number of complex emergency environments:
notable examples include the Afghanistan Information Management Service,
the Sierra Leone Information Service, and the Humanitarian Information
Centre for Iraq [all of which can be accessed through
http://www.humanitarianinfo.org/].27
More broadly, FIS aims to strengthen and facilitate the use of data and
information in order to strengthen the humanitarian community's capacity to
carry out field-based information management functions in new and ongoing
complex emergencies and natural disasters; enable OCHA and the
humanitarian community to deploy information management specialists to the
field to support agencies, governments and the UN as a part of a first wave
response to new emergencies and disasters; and support the information
management efforts of OCHA field offices through the provision of
standardized tools and products and technical support. A pilot project is
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currently underway to strengthen the information management capacity of
individual OCHA offices in the field.
OCHA also provides a number of other services that rely on ICT for their
operations. The Virtual Operations On-Site Coordination Center (Virtual
OSOCC) is an Internet-based facility for the aggregation into databases and
exchange of information from relief actors, who also can provide comments
on existing information and discuss issues of concern with other stakeholders.
The Joint UNEP/OCHA Environment Unit monitors the world’s situation and
exchanges information through an international network of contacts, and
provides an information clearing house that channels information, maps and
images from diverse institutions to the relevant authorities in affected
countries. A recent report summarizes the Joint Unit’s work.28
Also providing system-wide coordination support is the UN Joint Logistics
Centre [http://www.unjlc.org/]. An inter-agency facility operating under the
custodianship of World Food Program, the UNJLC reports to the
Humanitarian Coordinator in any given crisis, and overall to the IASC. Its
mandate is to coordinate and optimize the logistical capabilities of
humanitarian organizations in large-scale emergencies. Decisions to deploy a
UNJLC can be taken within 24 hours taking into account situation
assessments and the scale of the crisis, existing agency capabilities, and the
possible use of military and civil defense forces. Once the decision is taken,
relevant organizations are informed, rapid assessments detailing operational
requirements are undertaken, and recruitment of staff is initiated. To facilitate
a swift deployment, various standby capacities are drawn upon, including a
special Flyaway Kit containing essential equipment and ICT support. The
staff will initially be integrated into the United Nations Disaster Assessment
and Coordination (UNDAC) Team, and will provide support in logistics
coordination and information management.
The UNJLC’s main
responsibilities normally will include identifying and eliminating logistical
bottlenecks to avoid duplication and wasteful competition among
organizations; tackling logistics policy issues; coordinating humanitarian
movements with military authorities; undertaking assessments of roads,
bridges, airports, ports and other logistics infrastructure and recommending
actions for repair and reconstruction; serving as a platform for gathering,
collating, and analyzing and disseminating information required by agencies,
including by using mapping and GIS capabilities. Multiple information
dissemination mechanisms are utilized, including inter-agency meetings,
bulletins, CD-ROMs and a website.
28
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As the largest UN agency in terms of resources, the World Food Program
(WFP) [http://www.wfp.org/] is perhaps the most advanced user of ICT for its
field operations, with five key initiatives:
1. ETNet is WFP's communications backbone, connecting its major
operations through a satellite-based system that incorporates
communication links with other UN agencies. ETNet provides voice and
data communication via phone, fax, e-mail and video-conferencing;
2. The Deep Field Mailing System (DFMS) uses high-frequency short-wave
radios to transfer e-mail without using commercial electricity or telephone
lines. The system allows users in remote locations to send any data – text,
spreadsheets and even images at very low cost. It was first deployed in
WFP’s Great Lakes operations in Africa, and has since grown to become
the aid community's most extensive and independent network, serving 80
WFP offices worldwide;
3. The Commodity Movement Processing and Analysis System (COMPAS)
is a database platform that allows food commodities to be tracked from
procurement to arrival at WFP distribution points, allowing for oversight
of thousands of tons of food supplies, whether in storage, in transit or at
point of delivery;
4. Field Communications (FieldComms) are a network of specialists based
in Africa and Asia that can be dispatched anywhere in the world within
48 hours with the equipment necessary to get WFP communications
running in an emergency;
5. The Fast IT & Telecommunications Emergency and Support Team
(FITTEST) [http://www.hiciraq.org/services/FITTEST/index.asp], based
in Dubai, has participated in emergency operations in 89 countries. In
Iraq, a 65-person team helped install and maintain the communications
network used by 2,000 humanitarians, and they have been central to the
Asian tsunami response and other crises.
NGOs are also involved in efforts to improve operational ICT support.
Télécoms sans Frontières (TSF) [http://www.tsfi.org/] builds emergency
telecommunications systems in the field to support humanitarian relief
operations. TSF has a permanent monitoring center which can deploy
specialized teams anywhere in the world in less than 48 hours. Typically, the
teams install small but powerful mobile satellite communications to help
NGOs and other partners coordinate logistics and related matters. Such
satellite systems are especially useful in remote locations where fixed-line
telecommunications are unavailable. TSF is expanding its operations in
several directions; for example, the organization is developing specialized
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operations in sectors like telemedicine and agriculture to bring expertise to
remote areas.
UK-based MapAction [http://www.mapaction.org/] is an NGO that specializes
in using satellite earth imaging, data processing done in the UK, and locally
deployed mapping teams to assist relief missions to supply up-to-date realtime maps of disaster areas to relief operations. MapAction is also part of a
consortium that includes public and private sector organizations, RESPOND
[http://www.respond-int.org/index.htm] RESPOND combines the expertise
of the geospatial private sector with the needs of the international
humanitarian community, committing itself to making geospatial technologies
more accessible to the humanitarian community, by improving access to
maps, satellite imagery and geographic information. Other NGOs are also
looking at GIS application for emergencies, including MapRelief
[http://www.maprelief.org/]
and
Global
Map
Aid
[http://www.globalmapaid.rdvp.org/]; Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF) has
partnered with European firm KeyObs to produce dedicated humanitarian GIS
products. The NGO with most experience in this sector, however, is the
Vietnam Veterans of America Foundation (VVAF), whose IMMAP project –
while only a small part of VVAF’s work – has been instrumental in
supporting both Mine Action initiatives and the HICs operated by OCHA.
NGOs offer a different perspective and a different approach to GIS in the
field, one that can complement that of international organisations, and it
seems certain that these actors will expand their activities in coming years.
NetHope [http://www.nethope.org/] is a network of international NGOs that
enables its members to deliver information and accelerate responses to
developing countries, including those dealing with complex emergencies and
natural disasters. The network has three main areas of activity. First, it
promotes information and knowledge exchange by providing forums in which
member organizations can document and share their field experiences using
and deploying ICT. In regularly scheduled teleconference calls, members
review existing projects and update each other about the status of various
initiatives. These discussions are archived in a database that can be searched
for specific information and discussions so as to build a collective knowledge
base. NetHope also holds annual meetings which deepen the dialogue and
networking among members. Second, it collaborates with NGOs and the
private sector to identify best practices in the deployment and use of ICT to
support humanitarian relief. And third, NetHope tests and manages the
deployment of technology that can give members Internet access from remote
sites where humanitarian relief operations are underway. By gathering
information about potential deployment sites and then piloting programs to
test the feasibility of different solutions, members are able to focus on the
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varying implementation needs of various regions. NetHope's support may
include obtaining low-cost satellite, wireless and terrestrial communication
facilities, including direct subscriber line (DSL) broadband networks and
Internet telephony applications, and managing their deployment in countries
where the absence the absence of functioning PSTNs constitute obstacles to
humanitarian work. One particularly interesting project was the deployment
of the NetReliefKit providing portable Internet connectivity, so that local
relief groups responding to the December 2004 South Asia tsunami could
communicate via laptop computer on wireless local-area networks where
conventional PSTNs were absent or destroyed.
The private sector has also been involved in the field, with one notable
example
being
the
Ericsson
Response
Program
[http://www.ericsson.com/about/ericssonresponse/], a special initiative of the
telecommunications and electronic company to assist in relief and
reconstruction. The program has three major components. First, it undertakes
research and product design through the Ericsson Response Technical
Reference Group to identify needs and develop applications to improve
disaster response. Second, it mobilizes Ericsson Response Units comprising
equipment and the people in order to ensure the rapid deployment of
communications systems. A volunteer program allows Ericsson employees to
participate in these efforts by conducting on the ground assessment, working
with relief agencies on site, and installing and operating mobile cellular
networks and other technologies. Third, Ericsson participates in global
advocacy for disaster response by working with governments, customers,
other equipment and service suppliers, NGOs, and agencies like OCHA and
UNDP to develop disaster preparedness programs around the world.
Partners in Technology International (PACTEC) [http://www.pactec.org/]
specializes in the installation of high frequency radio systems, radio e-mail,
and satellite telephones in remote or austere environments. On the invitation
of NGOs, international agencies and government, the company has worked
undertaken projects in Afghanistan, Indonesia (Aceh), Kazakhstan,
Mauritania, Morocco, Laos, and Senegal. Beyond installing VSAT systems,
Internet cafes, and related facilities, it has offered technical and business
training for local populations to help them develop sustainable business
models so that they can take over such operations. PACTEC is in the process
of spinning off a new non-profit organization to be called the Disaster Relief
And
Strategic
Telecommunications
Infrastructure
Company
[http://www.drasticom.net/].
b. Operational Support
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It is nearly impossible to work in the difficult environment of a complex
emergency without support from organizational headquarters. This is true for
all large organizations, and no less true for field-based ICT projects such as
those described above. A number of initiatives have been created specifically
to provide this type of support in terms of expertise and resources, using
additional ICT capacities to provide technical support to projects in remote
locations, as well as more general ongoing forums for specific areas such as
GIS and logistics.
The
Geographic
Information
Support
Team
(GIST)
[https://gist.itos.uga.edu/index.asp] is a US-funded collaboration among a
number of governmental and intergovernmental organizations, with OCHA
acting as the secretariat. The GIST works to improve humanitarian response
through the improved information flow and presentation, provide a forum for
geographic and geo-referenced information and data exchange amongst
humanitarian response agencies and donors, and develop and promote the use
of techniques and standards to enhance data and information coordination and
exchange. It has provided such services with respect to complex emergencies
in Afghanistan, Goma, the Democratic Republic of Congo, Iraq, Kosovo, and
Southern Africa, and supports the Data Exchange Platform for the Horn of
Africa (DEPHA), the Sierra Leone Information Centre (SLIS) and the
Southern Africa Humanitarian Information Service (SAHIMS).
UNOSAT [http://www.unosat.org/] is a Geneva-based United Nations
initiative involving a consortium of national and international institutions and
private firms dedicated to offering the humanitarian community with access to
satellite imagery and GIS. The core team consists of UN fieldworkers as well
as satellite imagery experts, geographers, database programmers and internet
communication specialists. Coupling satellite image processing and Internet
database hosting and distribution, UNOSAT provides the UN, implementing
partners and local authorities with up to date images and analyses of natural
disasters and complex emergencies. One such product are the Conflict Maps
illustrating the relationships between social and economic exclusion, ethnic
distribution, level of access to social services and geographic location of
conflict areas. A celebrated example of the service’s potential was the
creation of a map of the barrier being erected between Israel and the Palestine
Territories showing its relationship to social and demographic patterns,
produced using UNOSAT’s data and technical analysis by the local HIC team
(see section 3a, above, for more information about the HICs).
At the Department of State (DoS) [http://www.state.gov/] of the United States
government,
the
Humanitarian
Information
Unit
(HIU)
[http://www.state.gov/s/inr/hiu] is a part of the Bureau of Intelligence and
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Research that serves as an interagency center to identify, collect, analyze, and
disseminate unclassified information critical to the US government and its
partners in humanitarian emergencies. The HIU also works to promote best
practices in humanitarian information management. Some of its functions
include identifying key sources of geospatial and georeferenced data
customized to different organizations’ information requirements; collecting
timely, verifiable, and relevant data by utilizing an extensive network of
information partnerships; analyzing data using multi-agency expertise and
applying ICT to identify significant trends and relationships; and
disseminating information to all relevant actors, including policymakers and
operational field managers.
Another interesting area that has been facilitated by the internet is the
development of tools that enable matching of needs with resources.
ReliefGuide [http://www.reliefguide.com/] is an Internet platform that brings
together buyers and sellers of relief-relevant products and services to promote
deal making. It includes an interactive list of sellers organized by categories
and has a facility to make public tenders.
Global Hand
[http://www.globalhand.org/] works in a similar way, but operates on a
request basis, aiming to match requirements of organizations (and potentially
communities) in the field with private donors.
AidMatrix
[http://www.aidmatrix.org/] is a non-profit that seeks to build partnerships to
bring items such as food, clothing, building supplies, medical and educational
supplies to people in need during the time of need. Using such Internet
platform, donors, NGOs and suppliers are better able to determine which
items are needed most where and by whom, identify available supplies,
coordinate the logistics of their delivery, and hence increase efficiency when
responding to emergencies.
4. Technical Development
a. Technical and Organizational Standards
ICT is both a focus for standardization programs, and a means for
disseminating standards among the relevant actors. Technical standards are
essential for ICT in any sector; without agreement on which technology will
be used for which purposes, it is difficult to build information systems that
enable organizations to communicate with each other. Professional standards
provide a basis for individuals and organizations to implement those
technologies, offering regulations and guidelines for good practice. In order
to be most effective, the ICT4Peace community needs to develop both of
these types of standards. The sector is relatively recent and, as a result, there
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is a lot of work to be done here; however, a few initiatives have already been
somewhat successful.
In terms of emergency telecommunications, the Tampere Convention on the
Provision of Telecommunication Resources for Disaster Mitigation and Relief
Operations [http://www.reliefweb.int/telecoms/tampere] is the most important
standard in the ICT4Peace field. The Convention was adopted in June 1998
by sixty governments and came into force in January 2005, giving privileges
and protections to persons and facilities related to the provision of emergency
telecommunications assistance. Although these rights are circumscribed by
national sovereignty and are based on the assent of the national government,
the Convention is a landmark agreement that should be implemented in all
countries at risk from complex emergencies and natural disasters.
Two organizations played a key role in promoting Tampere; the ITU and
OCHA. The International Telecommunication Union [http://www.itu.int/] is
the UN agency responsible for international telecommunications standards
and policies, global radio frequency spectrum management, and
telecommunications for development. ITU has undertaken a number of
initiatives of relevant to humanitarian relief operations. In terms of its
internal operations, the ITU has adopted resolutions and recommendations on
the provision and regulatory treatment of emergency telecommunications, and
is working to establish an international telephone country code for
humanitarian operations.
OCHA convenes the UN Working Group on Emergency Telecommunications
(WGET) [http://www.reliefweb.int/telecoms/intro/wget.html], which provides
an open forum to facilitate the use of telecommunications in the service of
humanitarian assistance. It comprises UN entities (including the ITU), the
ICRC, NGOs and experts from the private sector and academia. The WGET
usually holds two plenary meetings per year, and its objectives include
facilitating the promotion and implementation of the Tampere Convention,
encouraging application of the resolutions and recommendations relative to
telecommunications for disaster relief, exchanging and disseminating
information concerning emergency telecommunications, and promoting
cooperation and interoperability of telecommunications with and in the field.
With regard to technical standards, the Crisis Response Executive Advisory
Committee (CREATE) [http://www.itcm.org/approach/create.html]has been
created to facilitate structured cooperation between international organizations
and ICT vendors. CREATE is organized by the Crisis Management Initiative
(see immediately below for more information about CMI) and the Object
Management Group [http://www.omg.org/], a non-profit consortium that
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produces and maintains computer industry specifications for interoperable
enterprise applications. The group holds bi-annual meetings and sustains
online dialogue to advance its work program. CREATE focuses on the
technical standardization of management tools for administrative processes
(e.g. international organizations’ reporting to member states using
standardized formats), common situational awareness in the field (military,
political, incident reporting, security status), risk management and early
warning, and so on.
Structured
Humanitarian
Assistance
Reporting
(SHARE)
[http://www.proventionconsortium.org/files/share.pdf] is an approach
developed by the GIST, as a systematic methodology of organizing critical
information so that it can be used more effectively, improving accuracy and
verifiability by structuring and labeling data from a variety of sources.
SHARE uses geographic location codes (place codes, or p-codes)
accompanied by useful metadata29 that allow specialists to precisely map
events and objects on the ground. This allows a common frame of reference
to be established, leading to more coordinated decision-making, such as
which areas to prioritize, who is responsible for what, and what kind of
assistance is required. SHARE is not a new idea, but a distillation of an
approach developed over a number of years by operational humanitarian
assistance agencies.
Although not dealing with conflict issues, Global Identifier Numbers
(GLIDE) [http://www.glidenumber.net/] is an interesting initiative; a system
of unique alphanumeric codes to identify natural disasters so that
organizations collecting disaster information can easily share this information.
Developed by the Centre for Research on Epidemiology of Disasters, the
Asian Disaster Reduction Center and ReliefWeb, the system is being used by
these organizations as well as other international institutions and national
agencies.
The development of professional standards is less advanced. The most
important event to date was the February 2002 Symposium on Best Practices
in
Humanitarian
Information
Exchange
[http://www.reliefweb.int/symposium/], organized by OCHA. Over two
29

“Metadata is structured data describing facts about documents, in such a way as to
help users make sense of their content, their relationships and their history…
Metadata have been often propose to help in organizing data, managing document
effectively and obtain better results with search engines. Data that do not have
accompanying metadata are often hard to find, difficult to access, troublesome to
integrate, and perplexing to understand or interpret.” Fabio Vitali, Metadata for
OCHA (21 Dec 2004)
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hundred participants, drawn from a range of international agencies,
governments, donor organizations, and NGOs, developed a set of Operational
Principles for Humanitarian Information Management and Exchange seven
sets of best practice guidelines for ICT managers at headquarters and in the
field. Because they capture both the ICT-enabled emerging consensus about
the conduct of key ICT4Peace activities and the kinds of issues and
challenges practitioners face, these useful principles and guidelines are
included in Annex 1 of this document. The challenge now is to raise
awareness of these norms within the conflict management, humanitarian relief
and reconstruction communities, to encourage their development based on
field experience, and to develop better mechanisms for applying and
monitoring them.
One organization attempting to do this has been the United States Institute for
Peace [http://www.usip.org/] has long been a leading force in the
development of conflict and peace thinking, and have produced a wide range
of books, papers, and conference reports that are accessible via its website. In
addition,
through
its
Virtual
Diplomacy
Initiative
[http://www.usip.org/virtualdiplomacy/index.html], USIP is playing a role in
catalyzing the emerging discussions about ICT4Peace, especially with respect
to issues of organizational coordination and technological interoperability.
USIP has a long-term interest in organizational standards through its Best
Practices Project, and is also co-organizer of the Information Technology for
Crisis Management (ITCM) conference series with the Crisis Management
Initiative (CMI) [http://www.cmi.fi/].
The work of CMI under the banner of the Information Technology and Crisis
Management Project (ITCM) [http://www.itcm.org/] has also become
increasingly important. Led by Marti Ahtisaari, the former President of
Finland, CMI is a prominent player in conflict prevention and management,
including with respect to high-level mediation efforts. In this context, ITCM
works to improve sharing practices so as to overcome the problems of
informational interoperability described above. The project provides a forum
in the various actors discuss the key challenges concerning communication
and connectivity in crisis environments and agree on standards, system design
principles, and inter-organisational and cross-border cooperation processes.
In addition, ITCM promotes the development and piloting of concrete ICT
initiatives (see section 4b, below, for a description of an ITCM project) to
support operational activities of crisis management organisations,
The Center of Excellence in Disaster Management and Humanitarian
Assistance [http://www.coe-dmha.org/] is a project mandated by the US
Congress to improve the coordination and integration of the world's response
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to natural disasters, humanitarian crises and peace operations. The Hawaiibased center is designed to help those active in the provision of relief or
security to better coordinate and learn about the role of the other actors in the
humanitarian community so that they can improve the performance of their
own roles. This is done through education, training, research and information
management activities, many in a multinational, multidisciplinary setting.
Despite the work of these organizations, however, the weak link in ICT4Peace
is the absence of clear organizational standards, particularly relating to good
practices. Beyond continuing with the development of standards, the
challenge is to identify ways to encourage their wider adoption and monitor
their implementation. Operational Guidelines such as those agreed by the
2002 OCHA Symposium are of limited value if they are not widely
disseminated and discussed.
A growing number of experts and practitioners argue that what is needed most
is a coherent and flexible doctrine that enjoys broad community support. A
culture of information sharing built on transparency and trust would help
ensure that everyone has ready access to the information and knowledge they
need to operate, and could progressively change the organizational cultures
and incentives that produce fragmentation and reduce effectiveness. As
former Finnish President Martii Ahtisaari said at a recent conference, “We
can no longer afford to be at the mercy of personal chemistry and ad hoc
arrangements.” 30 But fleshing out the precise contours of a doctrine, thinking
through its real-world application, and securing broad buy-in from the diverse
organizations involved would require an organized, sustained dialogue.
Voluntary standards may elicit statements of support when they are released
that are not subsequently matched by organizational practice, particularly
when more pressing matters arise – for instance, during an emergency. In the
ICT industry, there are a large number of standards whose production has
absorbed significant resources but which remain agreements on paper only.
In the absence of a combination of centralized guardian to maintain and
develop such agreements with a decentralized community of practice to
monitor compliance, the same dynamic could apply in ICT4Peace. At
present, there is no framework for discussions and neither centralized nor
decentralized mechanisms through which to develop and implement
standards.
30

Crisis Management Initiative, Security –the Common Denominator for
Connectivity: Conference on Crisis Management and Information Technology, SaintPaul-de-Vence, 3-6 November 2004 (Helsinki: CMI, 2004), p. 21.
http://www.itcm.org/pdf/ITCM_conference_report_2004.pdf
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b. Application Development
Software developed specifically for peace operations – or, more specifically,
for organizations involved in peace operations – is relatively rare. However
some important initiatives have emerged in the last few years, from both forprofit and non-profit organizations. These organizations are beginning to
demonstrate that there is a market for such specialized applications, and
hopefully they will lead the way for future developments.
On the non-profit side, one of the most long-standing applications of this sort
is the Information Management System for Mine Action (IMSA)
[http://www.imsma.ethz.ch/]. IMSA is a management tool, continuously
revised and upgraded based on input from users, that combines a relational
database with a GIS to provide managers and practitioners with up-to-date
information needed to facilitate decision making. It can be used to plan,
manage, report and map demining and removal activities; manage victim
information; and record, report on, and map related socio-economic
information. The system is currently in use in more than 80 % of mine action
programs around the world. IMSMA was developed and distributed by the
Geneva Centre for Humanitarian Demining (GICHD) in collaboration with
the Center for Security Studies at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology
and the UN Mine Action Service (UNMAS).
The Fritz Institute [http://www.fritzinstitute.org/] works to bring private
sector expertise to bear on the logistical organization of humanitarian relief
operations. Recognizing that many humanitarian relief organizations have
staff, mandate, and resource limitations, the institute seeks to foster the
development of communities of logistical practice, develop solutions to
challenges in the delivery of aid, improve learning through measurement, and
accumulate and disseminate knowledge through an academic network and
publications. It is building a global network of donors, academics and
humanitarian agencies to look at the complexities of measuring humanitarian
impact. In addition, the Institute works with the private sector to develop
technologies customized to the unique requirements of humanitarian
operations. For example, its Humanitarian Logistics Software is a web-based
supply chain software solution, created in collaboration with International
Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies that facilitates the
delivery of precise relief services, enabling real-time matching of the needs of
the affected population with the supplies that need to be mobilized, procured,
tracked and delivered.
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4) establish and announce an appropriate process for implementing these
recommendations through consultation with stakeholders.
Specific areas to be addressed through this follow-up process include:
· User requirements. Explore the linkages between data, information and
decision-making in critical areas, such as assessments, “who is doing
what, where?” and other operational information, particularly in the
field. Improve the exchange of data and information collected during
natural disasters and complex emergencies for operational purposes
as well as to strengthen the database on global disaster impacts over
the long-term.
· Quality of Information. Develop and disseminate standards, ethical
guidelines and codes of conduct to address issues of data quality and
information integrity.
· Technology. Evaluate and report on successful applications of new and
existing technologies. Identify technology partners and promote the
dissemination of appropriate technology practices for varying end
uses. Discuss the application of these technologies in a future forum.
· Partnerships. Strengthen the linkages among existing information
systems. Improve relationships between these systems and their
stakeholders including decision-makers at the field and headquarters
level, as well as with the affected population. Establish public-private
partnerships especially in the area of systems and tools development.
Define the roles of sector specialists and the media.
· Preparedness. Promote the preparation of base data for high-risk areas.
Calculate and disseminate risk assessments, and build national
capacity and develop toolboxes for rapid mobilization of HICs. Raise
donor- and, where appropriate, media-awareness of the importance of
information preparedness to humanitarian action.
· Field-level coordination. Improve field-level information coordination
among multiple actors including the UN resident coordinator and UN
country team, NGOs, academia, the affected population and other
stakeholders. Facilitate OCHA’s role as an information field focal
point or partner. Evaluate and implement field-level information
policies such as access and exit strategies.
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Progress on these recommendations will be posted on ReliefWeb, submitted
to the Inter-Agency Standing Committee (IASC) and will become the subject
of the next symposium.
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